1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Market concentration, also often referred to as industry concentration, refers to the extent to which the market shares of the largest firms within a market (industry) accounts for a large proportion of economic activity such as sales, assets, or employment. As stated by OECD [@bib1]:""The rationale underlying the measurement of industry or market concentration is the industrial organization economic theory which suggests that, other things being equal, high levels of market concentration are more conducive to firms engaging in monopolistic practices which leads to misallocation of resources and poor economic performance. Market concentration in this context is used as one possible indicator of market power.""

Increasing market concentration causes decreasing competition and efficiency and increasing market power. Any such trends are being monitored by the business community and by government antitrust authorities such as the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) [@bib2].

As measures of market concentration, the best-known candidates are the *m-firm concentration ratio* $CR_{m}$, especially the 4-firm $CR_{4}$, and the *Herfindahl-Hirschman index H* after Herfindahl [@bib3] and Hirschman [@bib4] (see, e.g., [@bib5], pp. 116--118; [@bib6], pp. 97--101; [@bib7], Ch. 8). The $CR_{m}$ is defined as the combined market share of the *m* largest firms within the market whereas *H* equals the sum of all the squared market shares. Of the two measures, *H* appears to have become the generally preferred one in terms of its properties (e.g., [@bib5], pp. 116--118; [@bib7], Ch. 8, pp. 610--615). In terms of the merger guidelines of the U.S. DOJ and FTC [@bib2], the earliest 1968 *Merger Guidelines* utilized the $CR_{4}$ while the later guidelines, the most recent being the 2010 *Horizontal Merger Guidelines*, have been using the *H* index as a screening tool for potential antitrust concerns raised by a proposed merger.

These two measures $CR_{m}$ and *H* are sufficiently different that no precise functional relationship can exist between them. Nevertheless, it would be informative and potentially lead to approximate relationships if bounds and inequalities between the measures can be derived. Such work was done by Pautler [@bib8], Kwoka [@bib9], and Sleuwaegen et al. \[[@bib10], [@bib11]\], obtaining bounds on *H* in terms of $CR_{m}$. Their work was done, at least in part, in response to the change in the U.S. merger guidelines, replacing the four-firm concentration ratio $CR_{4}$ with the *H* index. Results from actual market-share data showed that the absolute variation in values of *H* increased greatly with increasing $CR_{4}$.

Since these early explorations of potential *H*-$CR_{4}$ relationships, there appears to have been no reported attempt to verify, correct, or expand on these results. It is the purpose of the present paper to take another critical look at those earlier findings using a more rigorous and transparent approach, resulting in some corrections or modifications and alternative formulations. The analytic approach used is that of *majorization theory* \[[@bib12], [@bib13]\] supported by data from computer simulation generating random market-share distributions. Some real market-share data are also being used.

If the objective were to simply determine the "best" function to describe the relationship between *H* and $CR_{m}$ (or vice versa), then some statistical model could be explored using regression analysis. Such analysis could be performed for real or simulated market share data. Kwoka [@bib9] reported one such effort by relating the logarithm $\log\ CR_{m}$ linearly to $\log\ H$ for *m* = 2 and *m* = 4 and obtained quite a good fit to real market-share data. More recently, Pavic et al. [@bib14] fitted real data to a model in which $CR_{4}$ is expressed as a power function of *H*. Those authors fitted market-share data at different levels of aggregation and obtained good model fits. By contrast, instead of using a function that aims to relate each value of *H* to an approximate single value of $CR_{m}$ or vice versa, the approach used in the present paper uses majorization theory to develop bounds that can in turn be used to approximately relate one measure to another. This approach also provides tolerance or error limits within which the value of *H* has to lie given any particular value of $CR_{m}$ and vice versa.

The majorization theory as used in this paper has become a well-established approach to a wide variety of problems and fields of study. Since the celebrated book by Marshall and Olkin [@bib13], there has been a surge of interest in potential applications of majorization theory in a wide variety of fields. The more recent edition [@bib12] provides a more up-to-date account of the broad spectrum of applications. One of the early applications was by economists interested in the measurement of income inequality, notably by the work of Dalton and Lorenz (see [@bib12], Ch. 1). In fact, the notion of economic inequality is closely linked to majorization or the Lorenz order [@bib15]. Other applications have been reviewed by Arnold [@bib16] and some relate to as diverse fields as quantum mechanics [@bib17] and statistical variation [@bib18]. The theory is particularly useful for establishing inequalities and extreme values of functions of discrete distributions. This is precisely the reason for using majorization theory in the present paper involving market-share distributions.

Since $CR_{m}$, particularly $CR_{4}$, and *H* are by far the most popular measures of market concentration and since market concentration is an indicator of competition, efficiency, and market power of firms within a market or industry, it is important to economists, policy makers and anyone with interests in such issues that any relationships between the two measures are accurate and reliable and based on an approach that is rigorous, complete, and explained in sufficient detail for verification. This has been the objective of the present paper.

While any relationship between *H* and $CR_{m}$ can only be approximate, a more accurate estimation or prediction for *H* may be possible from some of the largest individual market shares such as those on which $CR_{m}$ is based. Such a formulation would be important since market-share data are frequently reported for some of the largest firms with the smaller firms being combined into an "other" category. This type of formulation is also being considered in this paper.

2. Theory {#sec2}
=========

2.1. Some introductory definitions {#sec2.1}
----------------------------------

In order to appreciate the logic behind majorization theory, some definitions and properties are needed. In particular and conceptually, a vector or distribution $X_{n} = \left( x_{1},...,x_{n} \right)$ is said to be *majorized by* a second vector (distribution) $Y_{n} = \left( y_{1},...,y_{n} \right)$ if the components of $X_{n}$ are "more nearly equal", "more evenly distributed", or "less concentrated" than are the components of $Y_{n}$. Formally, with $X_{n}$ and $Y_{n}$ ordered decreasingly as$$x_{1} \geq x_{2} \geq \cdots \geq x_{n},\ y_{1} \geq y_{2} \geq \cdots \geq y_{n}$$$X_{n}$ is *majorized by* $Y_{n}$, denoted by$X_{n} \prec Y_{n}$, under the following conditions:$$X_{n} \prec Y_{n}\ \text{if}\ \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
{\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{j}x_{i} \leq \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{j}y_{i},\ j = 1,...,n - 1} \\
\text{and} \\
{\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}x_{i} = \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}y_{i}.} \\
\end{array} \right.$$

For example, if $X_{n}$ is a vector (distribution) such that $x_{i} \geq 0$ for all *i* and $\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}x_{i} = 1$, then the following majorization applies:$$\left( {\frac{1}{n},...,\frac{1}{n}} \right) \prec \left( {x_{1},...,x_{n}} \right) \prec \left( {1,0,...,0} \right)$$

([@bib12], p. 9).

The concept of *Schur-convexity* of a function is a property that preserves the order of majorization. That is, a function *f* is Schur-convex if its value increases as its arguments become increasingly uneven or concentrated. Formally, *f* is Schur-convex if$$X_{n} \prec Y_{n}\ \text{implies}\ f\left( X_{n} \right) \leq f\left( Y_{n} \right)$$and *f* is strictly Schur-convex if the inequality in [(3)](#fd3){ref-type="disp-formula"} is strict when $X_{n}$ is not a permutation of $Y_{n}$.

As a simple example, consider the two vectors or distributions $X_{4} = \left( 0.40,\ 0.30,\ 0.20,\ 0.10 \right)$ and $Y_{4} = \left( 0.50,\ 0.30,\ 0.19,\ 0.01 \right)$. It is readily seen from the definition in [(2)](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"} that $X_{4}$ is majorized by $Y_{4}$. Thus, if $X_{4}$ and $Y_{4}$ were to represent two market-share distributions and if a measure of market concentration is Schur-convex, then it follows from [(3)](#fd3){ref-type="disp-formula"} that $Y_{4}$ shows a higher degree of concentration than does $X_{4}$. This result would seem entirely reasonable from simply looking at the forms of the two distributions.

2.2. Bounds on H {#sec2.2}
----------------

Let $S_{n} = \left( {s_{1},...,s_{n}} \right)$ denote the set or distribution of market shares for some particular industry or market with *n* firms where $\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}s_{i} = 1$ (or 100%). With the market shares decreasingly ordered as in [(1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"}, i.e.,$$s_{1} \geq s_{2} \geq \cdots \geq s_{n}$$the *m-firm concentration ratio* is defined as$$CR_{m} = \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{m}s_{i}$$and the *Herfindahl-Hirschman index* as$$H = \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}s_{i}^{2}.$$

An objective is then to determine bounds on *H* in terms of $CR_{m}$, *m*, and *n*.

A lower bound on *H* is relatively simple to derive. In the expression$$H = \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}{s_{i}^{2} = \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{m}s_{i}^{2}} + \sum\limits_{i = m + 1}^{n}s_{i}^{2}$$each of the terms is strictly Schur-convex in their respective arguments ([@bib12], pp. 138--139). Furthermore, the following majorizations exist:$$\left( {\frac{CR_{m}}{m},...,\frac{CR_{m}}{m}} \right) \prec \left( s_{1},...,s_{m} \right),\ \left( {\frac{1 - CR_{m}}{n - m},...,\frac{1 - CR_{m}}{n - m}} \right) \prec \left( s_{m + 1},...,s_{n} \right)$$which are rather apparent from [(2)](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"} (see also [@bib12], pp. 9, 21). It then follows from [(3)](#fd3){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(8)](#fd8){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and the strict Schur-convexity of the terms in [(7)](#fd7){ref-type="disp-formula"} that$$H \geq \frac{CR_{m}^{2}}{m} + \frac{\left( 1 - CR_{m} \right)^{2}}{n - m}$$which become a lower bound on *H*.

Derivation of an upper bound on *H* will be based in part on the following theorem given by Marshall *et al.* ([@bib12], pp. 192--193) and attributed to Kemperman [@bib19]: For a set of real-valued data $X_{n} = \left( x_{1},...,x_{n} \right)\ \text{with}\ L \leq x_{i} \leq U,\ i = 1,...,n$, there exists a unique integer $k \in \left\lbrack 0,1,...,n \right\rbrack$ and a unique $\theta \in \left\lbrack L,\ U \right)$ where$$K - 1 \leq k < K,\ K = \frac{\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}x_{i} - nL}{U - L}$$and$$\theta = \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}x_{i} - \left( n - k - 1 \right)L - kU$$such that$$X_{n} \prec \left( \underset{k}{\underset{︸}{U,...,U}},\ \theta,\ \underset{n - k - 1}{\underset{︸}{L,...,L}} \right).$$

It is readily apparent from the proof given by Marshall *et al.* ([@bib12], pp. 192--193) that this theorem also holds when $L = \min\left\{ x_{1},...,x_{n} \right)$ and $U = \max\left\{ x_{1},...,x_{n} \right\}$.

Using this theorem and the fact that$$s_{m + 1} \leq s_{i} \leq CR_{m} - \left( m - 1 \right)s_{m + 1},\ i = 1,...,m$$it follows from [(10)](#fd10){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(11)](#fd11){ref-type="disp-formula"} that *K* = 1 and hence *k* = 0 and $\theta = CR_{m} - \left( m - 1 \right)s_{m + 1}$ so that$$\left( {s_{1},...,s_{m}} \right) \prec \left( {CR_{m} - \left( {m - 1} \right)s_{m + 1},\ s_{m + 1},...,s_{m + 1}} \right)$$which is also given in Marshall and Olkin ([@bib13], p. 133). From [(13)](#fd13){ref-type="disp-formula"} and the (strict) Schur-convexity of $\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{m}s_{i}^{2}$, it follows that$$\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{m}s_{i}^{2} \leq \left\lbrack {CR_{m} - \left( {m - 1} \right)s_{m + 1}} \right\rbrack^{2} + \left( {m - 1} \right)s_{m + 1}^{2}\text{.}$$

Furthermore, since $0 \leq s_{i} \leq s_{m + 1},\ i = m + 1,...,n,$ it is seen from [(10)](#fd10){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(11)](#fd11){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(12)](#fd12){ref-type="disp-formula"} that $\theta = 1 - CR_{m} - ks_{m + 1}$ and$$\left( s_{m + 1},...,s_{n} \right) \prec \left( \underset{k}{\underset{︸}{s_{m + 1},...,s_{m + 1}}},\ 1 - CR_{m} - ks_{m + 1},\ 0,...,0 \right)$$which, together with the (strict) Schur-convexity of $\sum\limits_{i = m + 1}^{n}s_{i}^{2}$, result in$${\sum\limits_{i = m + 1}^{n}s_{i}^{2} \leq ks_{m + 1}^{2} + \left( 1 - CR_{m} - ks_{m + 1} \right)}^{2}.$$

Treating *k* as a continuous variable, it is clear that the bound in [(16)](#fd16){ref-type="disp-formula"} is strictly convex in $k \in \left\lbrack K - 1,\ K \right)\ \text{where}\ K = \left( 1 - CR_{m} \right)/s_{m + 1}$ from [(10)](#fd10){ref-type="disp-formula"} with *L* = 0 and $U = s_{m + 1}$. For this *K* and for both *k* = *K* -- 1 and *k* = *K* (although *k* is strictly less than *K*), the bound in [(16)](#fd16){ref-type="disp-formula"} is seen to equal $\left( 1 - CR_{m} \right)s_{m + 1}$ for both *k* - values, i.e.,$$\sum\limits_{i = m + 1}^{n}s_{i}^{2} \leq \left( 1 - CR_{m} \right)s_{m + 1}.$$

Thus, from [(7)](#fd7){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(14)](#fd14){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and [(17)](#fd17){ref-type="disp-formula"},$${H = \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}s_{i}^{2} \leq U_{H} = \left\lbrack CR_{m} - \left( m - 1 \right)s_{m + 1} \right\rbrack}^{2} + \left( m - 1 \right)s_{m + 1}^{2} + \left( 1 - CR_{m} \right)s_{m + 1}.$$

The second - order partial derivative $\partial^{2}U_{H}/\partial s_{m + 1}^{2} = 2m\left( m - 1 \right)$ from [(18)](#fd18){ref-type="disp-formula"} so that $U_{H}$ is convex in $s_{m + 1}$ (strictly so if *m* \> 1). From this convexity and since$$\frac{1 - CR_{m}}{n - m} \leq s_{m + 1} \leq \min\left\{ {\frac{CR_{m}}{m},\ 1 - CR_{m}} \right\}$$so that, from [(18)](#fd18){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(19)](#fd19){ref-type="disp-formula"},$$U_{H} = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
{U_{H1} = \left\lbrack {CR_{m} - \left( m - 1 \right)\left( \frac{1 - CR_{m}}{n - m} \right)} \right\rbrack^{2} + \left( n - 1 \right)\left( \frac{1 - CR_{m}}{n - m} \right)^{2}\ \text{for}\ s_{m + 1} = \frac{1 - CR_{m}}{n - m}} \\
{U_{H2} = \frac{CR_{m}}{m}\ \text{for}\ s_{m + 1} = \frac{CR_{m}}{m}} \\
{{{U_{H3} = \left\lbrack 1 - m\left( 1 - CR_{m} \right) \right\rbrack}^{2} + m\left( 1 - CR_{m} \right)}^{2}\ \text{for}\ s_{m + 1} = 1 - CR_{m}} \\
\end{array} \right.\ $$and hence$$H \leq \max\left\{ U_{H1},\ \min\left\{ U_{H2},\ U_{H3} \right\} \right\}$$which is then an upper bound on *H* in terms of any given *m*, *n,* and $CR_{m}$.

The bound in [(21)](#fd21){ref-type="disp-formula"} is equivalent to one given by \[[@bib10], [@bib11]\] with two exceptions. First, their bound did not incorporate the term $U_{H3}$ in [(20)](#fd20){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Second, their bound involved a potential fraction term that was indeterminable, but presumably sufficiently small that it could be ignored. Sleuwaegen *et al.* ([@bib11], p. 628) presented an upper bound as being equivalent to the largest of $U_{H1}$ and $U_{H2}$ in [(20)](#fd20){ref-type="disp-formula"}, "except for a fraction if the maximum is $C_{k}/k$ and $k{\left( 1 - C_{k} \right)/C_{k}}$ is non-integer", with their $C_{k}$ and *k* being equivalent to $CR_{m}$ and *m* used in the present paper. See also ([@bib10], pp. 206--207).

For a large number of firms *n* (strictly for $\left. n\rightarrow\infty \right.$), it is clear from [(9)](#fd9){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(20)](#fd20){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(21)](#fd21){ref-type="disp-formula"} that$$\frac{CR_{m}^{2}}{m} \leq H \leq \max\left\{ CR_{m}^{2},\ \min\left\{ U_{H2},\ U_{H3} \right\} \right\}.$$

By (a) defining $V = U_{H2} - U_{H3}$, which is strictly concave in $CR_{m}$ for any given *m* since $\partial^{2}V/\partial CR_{m}^{2} = - 2m\left( m + 1 \right) < 0$, (b) setting *V* = 0, and (c) solving the resulting second-order equation for $CR_{m}$, it is found that$$U_{H2} \geq U_{H3}\ \text{if,}\ \text{and}\ \text{only}\ \text{if,}\ \frac{m^{3}}{m^{2}\left( m + 1 \right)} \leq CR_{m} \leq \frac{m^{3} + 1}{m^{2}\left( m + 1 \right)}.$$

Similarly, for $\left. n\rightarrow\infty\ \text{and}\ W = CR_{m}^{2} - U_{H3},\ \text{with}\ \partial^{2}W/\partial C{R^{2}}_{m} = 2\left( 1 - m^{2} - m \right) < 0 \right.$$$CR_{m}^{2} \geq U_{H3}\ \text{if,}\ \text{and}\ \text{only}\ \text{if,}\ \frac{m\left( m - 1 \right) + 1}{m\left( m + 1 \right) - 1} \leq CR_{m} \leq 1.$$

It is apparent from [(22)](#fd22){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(23)](#fd23){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(24)](#fd24){ref-type="disp-formula"} that the upper bound in [(22)](#fd22){ref-type="disp-formula"} equals $U_{H3}$ only for *m* = 1 when, from [(20)](#fd20){ref-type="disp-formula"}, ${U_{H3} = CR_{1}^{2} + \left( 1 - CR_{1} \right)}^{2}$. This also becomes the bound in [(21)](#fd21){ref-type="disp-formula"} for *m* = 1 and for *n* not large since then, from [(20)](#fd20){ref-type="disp-formula"}, $U_{H1} = {{CR_{1}^{2} + \left( 1 - CR_{1} \right)}^{2}/\left( n - 1 \right)}$. Also, note that, from [(20)](#fd20){ref-type="disp-formula"}, $U_{H1} = U_{H3}$ when *n* = *m* + 1 for any $m \geq 1$. Consequently, it follows from [(22)](#fd22){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(23)](#fd23){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(24)](#fd24){ref-type="disp-formula"} that$$\frac{CR_{m}^{2}}{m} \leq H \leq \max\left\{ CR_{m}^{2},\ \frac{CR_{m}}{m} \right\} = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\left. CR_{m}^{2}\ \text{for}\ CR_{m} \geq \frac{1}{m},\ m > 1,\ n\rightarrow\infty \right. \\
\left. \frac{CR_{m}}{m}\ \text{for}\ CR_{m} \leq \frac{1}{m},\ m > 1,\ n\rightarrow\infty. \right. \\
\end{array} \right.$$

These (asymptotic) bounds are equivalent to those given by \[[@bib10], [@bib11]\] with one exception: the upper bound in [(25)](#fd25){ref-type="disp-formula"} when $CR_{m} < {1/m}$ contains no indeterminate fraction term mentioned by those authors. Furthermore, the upper bound given by \[[@bib8], [@bib9]\] for *m* = 4 is ${CR_{4}}/4$ irrespective of the value of $CR_{4}$ and whether *n* is finite or not. See also Martin ([@bib20], p.337).

2.3. Some comments {#sec2.3}
------------------

It may perhaps be tempting to assume that for any given $CR_{m}$, *m*, and *n*, the upper bound on *H* corresponds to the market-share distribution$$\left( {1 - \left( {n - 1} \right)\left( \frac{1 - CR_{m}}{n - m} \right),\frac{1 - CR_{m}}{n - m},...,\frac{1 - CR_{m}}{n - m}} \right)$$

(see, e.g., \[[@bib10], [@bib11]\]). However, this is not necessarily true because of [(21)](#fd21){ref-type="disp-formula"} and the fact that, as can easily be verified, the value of *H* for the distribution in [(26)](#fd26){ref-type="disp-formula"} equals the $U_{H1}$ in [(20)](#fd20){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

As a counterexample, consider the market-share distribution $S_{5} = \left( 0.26,0.25,0.25,0.23,0.01 \right)$ for which *H* = 0.2456. For *m* = 2, $CR_{2} = 0.51$, and $n = 5,$ the value of *H* for the corresponding distribution in [(26)](#fd26){ref-type="disp-formula"} becomes 0.2269, which equals $U_{H1}$, but which is less than the *H* = 0.2456. Rather, the upper bound from [(21)](#fd21){ref-type="disp-formula"} becomes $U_{H2} = {0.51/{2 = 0.2550.}}$

While in the preceding counterexample, $CR_{m} > {1/m}$, consider next the following example with $CR_{m} < {1/m}$:$$S_{27} = \text{(}0.10\text{,}0.05\text{,}\ldots\text{,}0.05\text{,}0.01\text{,}\ldots\text{,}0.01\text{)}$$for which *H* = 0.0510. For *m* = 3, $CR_{3} = 0.2000$, and *n* = 27, the value of *H* for the corresponding distribution in [(26)](#fd26){ref-type="disp-formula"} becomes 0.0467, which equals $U_{H1}$ in [(20)](#fd20){ref-type="disp-formula"}, but which is less than the *H* = .0510. In fact, the correct upper bound on *H* from [(21)](#fd21){ref-type="disp-formula"} is $U_{H2} = {0.2000/3} = 0.0667.$

For the case when all market shares are equal, i.e., $s_{i} = {1/n}$ for *i* = 1,...,*n*, it follows from [(6)](#fd6){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(20)](#fd20){ref-type="disp-formula"} that $H = U_{H1} = U_{H2} = {1/n}$. However, in this equal-share case, $U_{H3}$ in [(20)](#fd20){ref-type="disp-formula"} equals 1/*n* if and only if *m* = *n* -- 1; otherwise, $U_{H3} > {1/n}$.

For the particular case when *m* = 1 so that the concentration ratio is simply equal to market share $s_{1}$ of the largest firm (see the order in [(4)](#fd4){ref-type="disp-formula"}), it is readily seen from [(20)](#fd20){ref-type="disp-formula"} that $U_{H1} \leq U_{H2}$, $U_{H1} < U_{H3}$, and $U_{H2} \leq U_{H3}$ for $p_{1} \leq {1/2}$ and $U_{H2} > U_{H3}$ for $p_{1} > {1/2}$. Therefore, in the *m* = 1 case, the upper bound on *H* from [(21)](#fd21){ref-type="disp-formula"} is either $U_{H2}$ or $U_{H3},$ depending upon which one is the smaller.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

3.1. Simulation results {#sec3.1}
-----------------------

Besides the above boundary comparisons between the *H* and $CR_{m}$ in [(5)](#fd5){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(6)](#fd6){ref-type="disp-formula"}, an analysis has also been performed in terms of a scatter diagram of *H* versus $CR_{4}$. The four-firm concentration ratio $CR_{4}$ was chosen since it is by far the most widely used one (e.g., [@bib6], p. 97; [@bib21], p. 255). Rather than using real data of limited sample size as done by \[[@bib9], [@bib10], [@bib11]\], computer simulation was used to randomly generate a very large number of market-share distributions $S_{n} = \left( s_{1},....,s_{n} \right),$ with each $s_{i}$ and *n* based on random number generation.

The algorithm developed was based on the following steps:(1)Generate *n* as a random integer such that $5 \leq n \leq 100$.(2)For each *n* - value generated in Step 1, generate $s_{1},...,s_{n - 1}$ (to the desired number of decimal places) as random numbers within the following intervals:$$\begin{array}{l}
{\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \frac{1}{n} \leq s_{1} \leq 1} \\
{\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \frac{1 - s_{1}}{n - 1} \leq s_{2} \leq \min\left\{ s_{1},\ 1 - s_{1} \right\}} \\
{\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ .} \\
{\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ .} \\
{\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ .} \\
{\frac{1 - \sum\limits_{j = 1}^{n - 2}s_{j}}{n - \left( n - 2 \right)} \leq s_{n - 1} \leq \min\left\{ s_{n - 2},\ 1 - \sum\limits_{j = 1}^{n - 2}\left. s_{j} \right\} \right.} \\
 \\
\end{array}$$that is,$$\frac{1 - \sum\limits_{j = 1}^{i - 1}s_{j}}{n - \left( i - 1 \right)} \leq s_{i} \leq \min\left\{ s_{i - 1},\ 1 - \sum\limits_{j = 1}^{i - 1}{\left. s_{j} \right\}\ \text{for}\ i = 2,...,n - 1} \right.$$(3)Compute $s_{n} = 1 - \sum\limits_{j = 1}^{n - 1}s_{j}$.

A total of 10,000 such $S_{n}$ distributions were generated and the corresponding values for *H* and $CR_{4}$ were computed. The results are summarized in the scatter diagram in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 1Comparison of values of $CR_{4}$ and *H* for 10,000 randomly generated market-share distributions $S_{n} = \left( {s_{1},...,s_{n}} \right)$ with the number of firms *n* varying as a random integer between 5 and 100. The solid curves are the bounds in [(25)](#fd25){ref-type="disp-formula"}.Fig. 1

The solid curves in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} represent the boundary conditions in [(25)](#fd25){ref-type="disp-formula"} and appear to be entirely appropriate even though the number of firms *n* is finite $\left( 5 \leq n \leq 100 \right)$. Thus, the lower solid curve in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} represents the lower bound on *H* as$$L_{H} = \frac{CR_{4}^{2}}{4}$$and upper solid curve represents the upper bound as$$U_{H} = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
{CR_{4}^{2}\ \text{for}\ CR_{4} \geq \frac{1}{4}} \\
{\frac{CR_{4}}{4}\ \text{for}\ CR_{4} \leq \frac{1}{4}.} \\
\end{array} \right.$$

It is clear from [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} that the variation in potential values of *H* for any given $CR_{m}$ (with *m* = 4 in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) tends to increase dramatically with increasing $CR_{m}$. Most interesting is perhaps the systematic nature of the variation in *H*-values as restricted by the bounds $L_{H}$ and $U_{H}$ in [(27)](#fd27){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(28)](#fd28){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The form of the scatter graph in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} is generally similar to results given by \[[@bib8], [@bib9], [@bib10], [@bib11]\], although their results are based on a limited number of data points. See also Pavic et al. [@bib14].

Another interesting observation can be made with respect to the relative variation of *H*-values for varying $CR_{m}$. Such variation can be measured in terms of the range $U_{H} - L_{H}$ relative to the *midrange* defined by the estimated (predicted) *H* as$$H1 = \frac{1}{2}\left( {L_{H} + U_{H}} \right)$$with $L_{H}$ and $U_{H}$ defined in [(27)](#fd27){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(28)](#fd28){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Thus, the relative variation $RV = {\left( {U_{H} - L_{H}} \right)/{H1}}$ becomes 6/5 for $CR_{4} \geq \frac{1}{4}$ whereas $\left. RV = {{2\left( 1 - CR_{4} \right)}/\left( 1 + CR_{4} \right.} \right)$ for $CR_{4} \leq \frac{1}{4}$. That is, in spite of the considerable absolute variation in *H* for each value of $CR_{4}$ as seen from [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} when $CR_{4}$ is not small $\left( {CR_{4} > \frac{1}{4}} \right)$, the relative variation remains constant. While these results are based on *m* = 4, there seems no reason to suspect that the results would not hold generally for all *m*.

3.2. *H* as function of $\mathbf{C}\mathbf{R}_{\mathbf{m}}$ {#sec3.2}
-----------------------------------------------------------

From the different expressions for *H* and $CR_{m}$ in [(5)](#fd5){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(6)](#fd6){ref-type="disp-formula"} and from the scatter graph in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and those in \[[@bib8], [@bib9], [@bib10], [@bib11]\], there cannot be any precise functional relationship between *H* and $CR_{m}$ in general. However, a very approximate relationship can be formulated in terms of the lower bound $L_{H}$ in [(9)](#fd9){ref-type="disp-formula"} and the upper bound $U_{H}$ in [(21)](#fd21){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The fact that the true value of *H* for any given market-share distribution $S_{n} = \left( {s_{1},...,s_{n}} \right)$ falls within the interval $\left\lbrack {L_{H},\ U_{H}} \right\rbrack$ can be expressed as$$H = \frac{1}{2}\left( {L_{H} + U_{H}} \right) \pm \frac{1}{2}\left( {U_{H} - L_{H}} \right).$$

Note that the first term in [(30)](#fd30){ref-type="disp-formula"} is the same is *H*1 in [(29)](#fd29){ref-type="disp-formula"} (for *m* = 4) whereas the second one is a tolerance or error term.

If the total number of firms *n* in a market or industry is known, then $L_{H},\ U_{H},$ and [(30)](#fd30){ref-type="disp-formula"} can be computed from [(9)](#fd9){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(21)](#fd21){ref-type="disp-formula"}. For very large *n* and for $m > 1$, those computations can be done from [(25)](#fd25){ref-type="disp-formula"} or from [(27)](#fd27){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(28)](#fd28){ref-type="disp-formula"} for $m = 4.$ Furthermore, when *n* is not large, the bounds in [(25)](#fd25){ref-type="disp-formula"} (and [(27)](#fd27){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(28)](#fd28){ref-type="disp-formula"}) still apply. That is,$$L_{H} = \frac{CR_{m}^{2}}{m} \leq H \leq U_{H} = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
{CR_{m}^{2}\ \text{for}\ CR_{m} \geq \frac{1}{m}} \\
{\frac{CR_{m}}{m}\ \text{for}\ CR_{m} \leq \frac{1}{m}} \\
\end{array} \right.$$for any *n* and $m > 1$. This lower bound follows immediately from [(9)](#fd9){ref-type="disp-formula"} by ignoring the term involving *n* whereas the upper bound can be proved as follows. First, the inequality in [(18)](#fd18){ref-type="disp-formula"} can be expressed as$$U_{H} = CR_{m}^{2} - s_{m + 1}\left\lbrack {\left( {2m - 1} \right)CR_{m} - m\left( {m - 1} \right)s_{m + 1} - 1} \right\rbrack$$$$= CR_{m}^{2} - s_{m + 1}A$$where *A* is strictly decreasing in $s_{m + 1}$. Second, for any given *m* and $CR_{m}$, the maximum possible value of $s_{m + 1}$ will necessarily occur when $s_{i} = {{CR_{m}}/m}$ for $i = 1,...,m + 1$ in which case$$A = mCR_{m} - 1\text{.}$$

Then, from [(33)](#fd33){ref-type="disp-formula"}, $A \geq 0$ for $CR_{m} \geq {1/m}$ which, together with [(32)](#fd32){ref-type="disp-formula"}, gives $U_{H} \leq CR_{m}^{2}$ for $CR_{m} \geq {1/m}.$ Finally, since the $U_{H2}$ in [(20)](#fd20){ref-type="disp-formula"} is independent of *n*, this completes the proof of $U_{H}$ in [(31)](#fd31){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

Equivalent bounds can also be derived for $CR_{m}$ in terms of *H*. In fact, it follows immediately from [(31)](#fd31){ref-type="disp-formula"} that$$U_{CRm} = \sqrt{mH} \geq CR_{m} \geq L_{CRm} = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
{\sqrt{H}\ \text{for}\ \text{H} \geq {1/m^{2}}} \\
{mH\ \text{for}\ \text{H} \leq {1/m^{2}}.} \\
\end{array} \right.$$

As in the case of [(31)](#fd31){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the bounds in [(34)](#fd34){ref-type="disp-formula"} hold for any *n* and $m > 1$ (and not just when $\left. n\rightarrow\infty \right.$). Then, as in the case of *H1* in [(29)](#fd29){ref-type="disp-formula"} (for *m* = 4) and *H* in [(30)](#fd30){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the following formulation applies to $CR_{m}$:$$CR_{m} = CR_{m}^{1} \pm \frac{1}{2}\left( {U_{CRm} - L_{CRm}} \right),\ CR_{m}^{1} = \frac{1}{2}\left( {L_{CRm} + U_{CRm}} \right).$$

In order to explore these and other formulations discussed subsequently, various market-share distributions were randomly generated using the computer algorithm described in Subsection [3.1](#sec3.1){ref-type="sec"} and with *m* = 4 and $n \in \left\lbrack {5,\ 100} \right\rbrack$. The results are summarized in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} for 25 different distributions. As an example of the computation involved for [(29)](#fd29){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(30)](#fd30){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(35)](#fd35){ref-type="disp-formula"}, consider Data Set 1 in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} with $CR_{4} = 0.2881$ and $H = 0.0459$. From [(27)](#fd27){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(28)](#fd28){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(29)](#fd29){ref-type="disp-formula"}, $L_{H} = 0.0208$, $U_{H} = 0.0830$, and $H1 = 0.0519$ so that, from [(30)](#fd30){ref-type="disp-formula"}, $H = 0.0519 \pm 0.0311$ or \[0.0208, 0.0830\]. That is, the value of *H* is roughly equal to 0.0519, but it has to lie in the interval between 0.0208 and 0.0830. The true value of *H* is 0.0459 in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. The computations with respect to $CR_{4}$ are similarly done for [(34)](#fd34){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(35)](#fd35){ref-type="disp-formula"} with $m = 4$.Table 1Values of *CR*~4~, *H*, *H1*, *CR*^1^~4~, *H2*, *H3*, and *H4* defined in [(5)](#fd5){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(6)](#fd6){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(29)](#fd29){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(35)](#fd35){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(36)](#fd36){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(42)](#fd42){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and [(43)](#fd43){ref-type="disp-formula"} for 25 randomly generated market-share distributions (*s*~1~, \..., *s*~*n*~) with random *n* between 5 and 100.Table 1Data Set*n*$CR_{4}$*HH1*$CR_{4}^{1}$*H2H3H4*1270.28810.04590.05190.30600.07230.04590.04022800.05350.01250.00700.13680.00700.01250.00683660.36280.06780.08230.39060.09950.06790.06894600.12100.01810.01700.17070.02170.01820.01205810.06520.01260.00920.13740.00920.01250.00696160.96660.57640.58391.13880.38680.57650.57677310.36700.08050.08420.42560.10110.08090.07368280.25840.05200.04170.33200.06210.05230.04069650.51150.17080.16350.61990.16010.17090.169310750.05660.01330.00750.14190.00760.01330.007311220.18980.04550.02820.30430.04050.04550.027312520.10510.01960.01760.17920.01790.01960.011813300.47240.15530.13950.59110.14340.15580.150914840.10850.01580.01500.15730.01870.01570.010915380.85130.47730.45291.03630.32440.47750.477916740.10450.01460.01440.15000.01770.01470.009417250.21310.04180.03230.28810.04760.04190.028918930.84060.67550.44161.23280.31880.67560.675419850.09680.01400.01330.14630.01590.01400.009120980.13400.01450.01900.14940.02500.01460.011421590.07510.01700.01010.16440.01120.01700.009322620.13240.01840.01870.17240.02460.01850.012323910.06040.01120.00800.12820.00830.01120.006624790.16460.01740.02400.16670.03330.01750.014125620.20960.02710.03170.21880.04650.02720.0218

It is evident from the results in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} that *H1* as a function of $CR_{4}$ in [(29)](#fd29){ref-type="disp-formula"} and $CR_{4}^{1}$ as a function of *H* in [(35)](#fd35){ref-type="disp-formula"} do provide some respectable indications of the values of the indices *H* and $CR_{4}$. Thus, knowing the value of one of these two indices, one can make a rough estimation (prediction) about the corresponding value of the other index.

A statistical approach to determining the relationship between *H* and $CR_{m}$ would be the use of regression analysis using simulated data or real market-share data. Such real-data analysis has been reported by Kwoka [@bib9] and Pavic et al [@bib14]. Based on the values of *H* and $CR_{4}$ in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, the following regression model is obtained:$$H2 = aCR_{4}^{b},\ a = 0.4055,\ b = 1.3861.$$

However, the fit of this model to the data is unimpressive as seen from the values of *H2* based on [(36)](#fd36){ref-type="disp-formula"} as given in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. The coefficient of determination, when properly computed [@bib22], becomes $R^{2} = 1 - \sum{\left( {H - H2} \right)^{2}/{\sum\left( {H - \overline{H}} \right)^{2}}} = 0.77$ (where $\overline{H}$ denotes the mean of the *H*-values). That is, only 77% of the variation of *H* (about its mean) is explained by the fitted model in [(36)](#fd36){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

By comparison with the results in [(36)](#fd36){ref-type="disp-formula"}, Kwoka [@bib9] obtained the parameter estimates *a* = 0.315 and *b* = 1.724 for some real market-share data. Similarly, Pavic et al. [@bib14] fitted a power function to real market data for different levels of aggregation or degrees of specificity of the commodity. Their results corresponded to *a*-values ranging from about 0.70 to 0.93 and *b*-values ranging from 1.74 to 1.84 for the function in [(36)](#fd36){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

3.3. *H* as function of $\mathbf{s}_{1},...,\mathbf{s}_{\mathbf{m}}$ and *n* {#sec3.3}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The developments so far have been concerned with potential relationships between the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index *H* and the *m*-firm concentration ratio $CR_{m}$ in [(5)](#fd5){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(6)](#fd6){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Consider next the case when the individual market shares $s_{1},...,s_{m}$ for the *m* largest firms are known (and not just their sum $CR_{m}$) as well as the total number of firms *n* in the market or industry. In this case, *m* may be rather small, most typically *m* = 4, but *m* could also be 3, 8, or 10, for example. Another situation may be one in which some of the smaller market shares are simply excluded from the computation of *H* since their effect on *H* is relatively low. Whatever the case may be, it would be of interest to determine if $H = \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}s_{i}^{2}$ could reasonably be approximated by some function of $s_{1},...,s_{m}$ and *n*. This was briefly considered by [@bib11].

From the Schur-convexity of $\sum\limits_{i = m + 1}^{n}s_{i}^{2}$ and the majorization $\left( {\frac{1 - CR_{m}}{n - m},...,\frac{1 - CR_{m}}{n - m}} \right) \prec \left( {s_{m + 1},...,s_{n}} \right)$ ([@bib12], pp. 21, 138--139) and from [(17)](#fd17){ref-type="disp-formula"}, it follows that$$A = \frac{\left( 1 - CR_{m} \right)^{2}}{n - m} \leq \sum\limits_{i = m + 1}^{n}s_{i}^{2} \leq \left( 1 - CR_{m} \right)s_{m} = B.$$

Then, from [(7)](#fd7){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(37)](#fd37){ref-type="disp-formula"}, it would seem reasonable to consider a measure approximating *H* as being $\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{m}s_{i}^{2}$ plus a mean of the bounds *A* and *B*. The most obvious mean would be the simple arithmetic mean, resulting in the measure$$H^{\prime} = \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{m}s_{i}^{2} + \frac{1}{2}\left( {A + B} \right)$$as being one whose values would approximate those of *H*. However, this measure is not Schur-convex as seen from the fact that$$\frac{\partial H^{\prime}}{\partial s_{m - 1}} - \frac{\partial H^{\prime}}{\partial s_{m}} = 2\left( s_{m - 1} - s_{m} \right) - \frac{1}{2}\left( 1 - CR_{m} \right)$$

which is not necessarily nonnegative.

An alternative formulation can be considered in terms of $\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{m}s_{i}^{2}$ plus a weighted arithmetic mean of the bounds *A* and *B* in [(37)](#fd37){ref-type="disp-formula"} with $s_{m} \leq {{CR_{m}}/m}$. That is,$$H_{w} = \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{m}s_{i}^{2} + w\frac{\left( {1 - CR_{m}} \right)^{2}}{n - m} + \left( 1 - w \right)\frac{\left( {1 - CR_{m}} \right)CR_{m}}{m},\ w \in \text{[}0,\ 1\text{].}$$

In order to explore the Schur-convexity of $H_{w}$, it follows from [(39)](#fd39){ref-type="disp-formula"} that$$\Delta_{i} = \frac{\partial H_{w}}{\partial s_{i}} - \frac{\partial H_{w}}{\partial s_{i + 1}} = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
{2\left( {s_{i} - s_{i + 1}} \right),\ i = 1,...,m - 1} \\
{\Delta_{m},\ i = m} \\
{0,\ i = m + 1,...,n - 1} \\
\end{array} \right.$$where$$\Delta_{m} = 2s_{m} + \left( \frac{2\left( {1 - CR_{m}} \right)}{m\left( {n - m} \right)} \right)\left\lbrack {n\left( {1 - w} \right) - m} \right\rbrack - \frac{1 - w}{m}.$$

Since this $\Delta_{m}$ in [(40)](#fd40){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(41)](#fd41){ref-type="disp-formula"} is not necessarily nonnegative, the $H_{w}$ cannot be Schur-convex ([@bib12], p. 84).

From exploratory data analysis, it becomes readily apparent from various market-share distributions that values of $\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{m}s_{i}^{2} + {\left( {1 - CR_{m}} \right)^{2}/\left( {n - m} \right)}$ are generally much closer to the corresponding values of *H* than are the values of $\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{m}s_{i}^{2} + \left( {1 - CR_{m}} \right){{CR_{m}}/m}$. This observation can be accounted for by choosing a large value of *w* in [(39)](#fd39){ref-type="disp-formula"} such as $w = 1 - {1/{m\left( n - m \right)}}$, resulting in$$H3 = \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{m}s_{i}^{2} + \frac{\left( {1 - CR_{m}} \right)^{2}}{n - m} + \frac{\left( {1 - CR_{m}} \right)\left( {nCR_{m} - m} \right)}{{m^{2}\left( n - m \right)}^{2}}.$$

In order to explore how accurately values of *H3* from [(42)](#fd42){ref-type="disp-formula"} approximate those of *H*, the randomly generated market-share distributions described in Subsection [3.1](#sec3.1){ref-type="sec"} were used to compute *H*, $CR_{4}$, and *H3* from [(42)](#fd42){ref-type="disp-formula"} with *m* = 4. Again, the results are given in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}.

It is rather striking from the results in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} how closely the values of *H3* agree with those of *H*. Their slight differences occur only in the fourth decimal place, with 0.0005 for Data Set 13 being the largest difference. In fact, if values of *H* are predicted to equal those of *H3*, it is found from the results in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} that the coefficient of determination, when properly computed [@bib22], becomes $R^{2} = 1 - {{\sum\left( {H - H3} \right)}^{2}/{\sum\left( {H - \overline{H}} \right)}}^{2} = 1.0000$ (rounded off to four decimal places). That is, nearly all of the variation of *H* (about its mean $\overline{H}$) is explained (accounted for) by the fitted model stating that the predicted *H* equals *H3*.

3.4. *H* as function of $\mathbf{s}_{1},...,\mathbf{s}_{\mathbf{m}}$ {#sec3.4}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

The *H3* in [(42)](#fd42){ref-type="disp-formula"} requires knowledge of the market shares of the *m* largest firms within a market or industry as well as the total number of firms *n*. There may, of course, be cases when $s_{1},...,s_{m}$ are reported, but *n* is not reported or the true value of *n* is not available since the market shares of an unknown number of firms have been combined into "others." It would therefore be desirable to have an alternative measure that approximates *H*, but that depends only on $s_{1},...,s_{m}$.

Such a potential measure could again be considered in terms of the bounds in [(37)](#fd37){ref-type="disp-formula"} except for setting the lower bound A = 0 to eliminate the dependence on *n*. When approximating $\sum\limits_{i = m + 1}^{m}s_{i}^{2}$ with the arithmetic mean of *A* and *B* in [(37)](#fd37){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the elimination of *A* is partly compensated for by using $s_{m}$ instead of $s_{m + 1}$ in the bound in [(17)](#fd17){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Therefore, a new measure can be defined as$$H4 = \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{m}s_{i}^{2} + \frac{1}{2}\left( {1 - CR_{m}} \right)s_{m}$$which is only a function of $s_{1},...,s_{m}$. Furthermore, in terms of tolerance (error) intervals, the true value of *H* can be expressed as$$H = H4 \pm \frac{1}{2}\left( {1 - CR_{m}} \right)s_{m}\text{.}$$

Thus, for example, for the market-share distribution $\text{(}0.20\text{,}\ 0.15\text{,}\ 0.15\text{,}\ 0.10\text{,...)}$ and for $m = 4$, $CR_{4} = 0.40$ and $s_{4} = 0.10$ so that, from [(43)](#fd43){ref-type="disp-formula"}, $H4 = 0.115$. Then, from [(44)](#fd44){ref-type="disp-formula"}, $H = 0.115 \pm 0.020$ so that the true value of *H* has to fall within the interval $\left\lbrack {0.095,\ 0.135} \right\rbrack$.

The *H4* is not, however, Schur-convex as seen from the following differences between partial derivatives (using the descending order in [(1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"}):$$\Delta_{i} = \frac{\partial H4}{\partial s_{i - 1}} - \frac{\partial H4}{\partial s_{i}} = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
{2\left( {s_{i - 1} - s_{i}} \right),\ i = 2,...,m - 1} \\
{2\left( {s_{i - 1} - s_{i}} \right) - {\left( {1 - CR_{m}} \right)/2},\ i = m} \\
{\left( {3/2} \right)s_{m} + {\left( {1 - CR_{m}} \right)/2},\ i = m + 1} \\
{0,\ i = m + 2,...,n.} \\
\end{array} \right.$$

The terms in [(45)](#fd45){ref-type="disp-formula"} are nonnegative, indicating Schur-convexity, but with one exception: $i = m$. In this case, $\Delta_{m}$ can potentially take on negative values. To place this relatively minor limitation of *H4* within some context, consider the following implication from the above results: among the $n{\left( {n - 1} \right)/2}$ possible transfers of small amount of market shares from larger to smaller firms, only $m - 1$ such transfers to the *m*-th largest firm could potentially lead to a slight increase in the value of *H4*. All other possible transfers could only lead to decreasing or nonincreasing *H4*. In most real situations, cases with $\Delta_{m} < 0$ in [(45)](#fd45){ref-type="disp-formula"} would probably be rather exceptional so that *H4* can still be considered as a reasonable measure for all practical purposes.

For the randomly generated market-share distributions behind the data in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, the values of *H4* were also computed as shown in the table. The results show that the values of *H4* tend to approximate quite closely those of *H* and nearly as closely as those of *H3*. From the data in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, the coefficient of determination is $R^{2} = 1 - {{\sum\left( H - H4 \right)^{2}}/{\sum{\left( H - \overline{H} \right)^{2} =}}}0.9985$ for the fitted model $\widehat{H} = H4.$ There would seem to be little disadvantage in using *H4* instead of *H3* in [(42)](#fd42){ref-type="disp-formula"}, which also incorporates the number of firms *n* in a market (industry). When using two decimal places, which is clearly adequate for practical purposes, the values of *H3* and *H4* may differ by only about $\pm 0.01.$ These results are based on the most common choice of $m = 4$ and would probably differ somewhat for different *m*.

3.5. Results from real market data {#sec3.5}
----------------------------------

The numerical results have so far been based on market-share distributions that have been randomly generated. Such results have the broadest possible implication without any particular bias or restrictions. By comparison, results from using real market-share data may depend on factors such as the market classification system used and the level of aggregation.

Nevertheless, it would be of interest to subject the above developments to some real data and compare the results with those from computer generated random samples. Therefore, readily accessible market-share data from a wide diversity of markets were used to determine the true values of $CR_{4}$ and *H* in [(5)](#fd5){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(6)](#fd6){ref-type="disp-formula"} and their approximate values from *H1* in [(29)](#fd29){ref-type="disp-formula"}, $CR_{4}^{1}$ in [(35)](#fd35){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and *H3* and *H4* in [(42)](#fd42){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(43)](#fd43){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The results are given in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}. While the results in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} are given with four decimal places, primarily to illustrate the accuracy with which *H3* estimates (predicts) *H* from [(42)](#fd42){ref-type="disp-formula"}, two decimal places are used in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} since this is adequate for all practical purposes.Table 2Values of *CR*~4~, *H*, *H1*, *H1*^·^, *CR*^1^~4~, *CR*^1·^~4~, *H3*, and *H4* in [(5)](#fd5){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(6)](#fd6){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(29)](#fd29){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(47)](#fd47){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(35)](#fd35){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(48)](#fd48){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(42)](#fd42){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and [(43)](#fd43){ref-type="disp-formula"} for some real market-share data.Table 2n$CR_{4}$*HH1*$H1^{\bullet}$$CR_{4}^{1}$$CR_{4}^{1 \bullet}$*H3H4*Source (Market type)160.500.100.160.080.470.550.090.09[@bib23] (Airline travel)160.600.120.230.120.520.610.120.12[@bib23] (Airline travel)80.750.160.350.180.600.700.170.17[@bib24] (U.S. distilled liquor)100.640.140.260.130.560.650.140.13[@bib25] (Paints, coatings)100.520.110.170.090.500.580.110.10[@bib26] (Pharmaceuticals)150.540.100.180.090.470.550.100.10[@bib27] (Insurance companies)120.690.180.300.150.640.740.190.18[@bib28] (Weapons exporters)300.340.050.070.040.320.390.050.05[@bib29] (Car sales, Britain)120.600.120.230.120.520.610.110.11[@bib30] (Auto manufacturers, US)80.770.180.370.190.640.740.180.17[@bib25] (Craft beer, US)90.750.160.350.180.600.700.160.16[@bib25] (Running shoe sales)100.720.170.320.170.620.720.160.17[@bib25] (Top charter airlines)100.680.180.290.150.640.740.160.17[@bib25] (Farm machinery, equip.)200.480.080.140.070.420.490.070.09[@bib31] (Global car sales)100.600.120.230.120.520.610.120.12[@bib25] (Top airlines worldwide)

It is clear from the values of $CR_{4}$, *H*, *H1*, and $CR_{4}^{1}$ in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} that the estimation (prediction) of *H* from any given $CR_{4}$ and vice versa is subject to substantial inaccuracy since the values of $CR_{4}^{1}$ differ considerably from those of $CR_{4}$ and similarly for *H1* versus *H* (by up to a multiplicative factor of 2). These results differ significantly from those of [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} probably because the values of $CR_{4}$ and *H* are generally much larger in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} than in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. The relatively small values of $CR_{4}$ and *H* in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} are partly due to the rather large values of *n* that affect the generated market-share distributions.

The estimated (predicted) values of *H* based on $CR_{m}$, and those of $CR_{m}$ based on *H*, given in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} could probably be improved upon by considering different weights for the two pairs of bounds. Thus, instead of *H1* in [(29)](#fd29){ref-type="disp-formula"}, one could consider the bounds in [(31)](#fd31){ref-type="disp-formula"} for $CR_{m} \geq {1/m}$ and define$$H1^{\bullet} = wL_{H} + \left( 1 - w \right)U_{H} = CR_{m}^{2}\left\lbrack {1 - w\left( {1 - \frac{1}{m}} \right)} \right\rbrack,\ 0 \leq w \leq 1.$$

By exploring different values of *w* from the data in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} with $m = 4$, $w = 0.9$ becomes appropriate so that, from [(46)](#fd46){ref-type="disp-formula"},$$H1^{\bullet} = \left( \frac{1.30}{4} \right)CR_{4}^{2}\ \text{for}\ CR_{4} \geq \frac{1}{4}.$$

Then, setting $H1^{\bullet} = H$ and solving for $CR_{4}$ gives$$CR_{4}^{1 \bullet} = 1.75\sqrt{H}\ \text{for}\ H \geq 0.02.$$

From the results in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, it is seen that the values of $H1^{\bullet}$ and $CR_{4}^{1 \bullet}$ from [(47)](#fd47){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(48)](#fd48){ref-type="disp-formula"} are considerably closer to the values of *H* and $CR_{4}$ than are those of *H1* and $CR_{4}^{1}$.

However, with respect to the measures *H3* in [(42)](#fd42){ref-type="disp-formula"} and *H4* in [(43)](#fd43){ref-type="disp-formula"} and the index *H*, the results in the two tables are quite comparable. Thus, from the results in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, it is seen that the values of *H3* and *H4* provide close approximation to those of *H* just as is the case with [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. Even though *H3* incorporates the additional variable *n* (the total number of firms in a market), the values of *H4* are about as close to those of *H* as are the *H3*-values.

4. Conclusions {#sec4}
==============

This careful and detailed re-examination of the boundary relationships between the Herfindahl-Hirschman index *H* and the *m*-firm concentration ratio $CR_{m}$ is important in a number of regards. The various derivations and intermediate steps are verifiable and based on a rigorous approach using majorization theory, resulting in some new findings and revisions of earlier results. Since (a) market (industrial) concentration is generally considered to be an indicator of the competitiveness, efficiency, or power of a market (or industry), (b) it is convenient and useful to be able to measure this market property, and (c) the *H* and $CR_{m}$ (especially $CR_{4}$) are the most widely used measures, it is essential that the formulations of any *H*-$CR_{m}$ relationships be correct, clear, and reliable. This requirement is clearly important to economists, policy planners, and others using such summary measures for any purpose.

Although there is clearly a relationship between the two indices $CR_{m}$ and *H*, this paper is emphasizing the very approximate nature of the relationship based on bounds using majorization theory. If only the values of $CR_{m}$ or *H* are known, without knowledge of any of the individual market shares $s_{1},...,s_{n}$ or the total number of firms in the market or industry *n*, then their approximate relationships are given by [(27)](#fd27){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(28)](#fd28){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(29)](#fd29){ref-type="disp-formula"} for $m = 4$ and more generally by [(30)](#fd30){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(31)](#fd31){ref-type="disp-formula"} as well as by [(34)](#fd34){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(35)](#fd35){ref-type="disp-formula"}, depending upon which is considered the dependent and which the independent (explanatory) variable.

The relationship in [(34)](#fd34){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(35)](#fd35){ref-type="disp-formula"} is based on the bounds on $CR_{m}$ for any $m > 1$. Alternatively, one could derive $CR_{m}$ as the inverse function of $H = {\left( L_{H} + U_{H} \right)/2}$ in [(31)](#fd31){ref-type="disp-formula"}, with [(27)](#fd27){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(28)](#fd28){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(29)](#fd29){ref-type="disp-formula"} being the particular, but most common, case of $m = 4$. This inverse procedure yields$$CR_{m} = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
{\sqrt{\frac{2mH}{m + 1}}\ \text{for}\ H \geq \frac{m + 1}{2m^{3}}} \\
{\frac{\sqrt{1 + 8mH} - 1}{2}\ \text{for}\ H \leq \frac{m + 1}{2m^{3}}} \\
\end{array} \right.\ $$

However, this relationship does not necessarily produce the same results as [(34)](#fd34){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(35)](#fd35){ref-type="disp-formula"} and differ from [(48)](#fd48){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

As an example of the approximate nature of the conversion from one of the indices *H* and $CR_{m}$ to the other, it would be of interest to consider the most recent 2010 *Horizontal Merger Guidelines* [@bib2] that uses *H* as the concentration index. Those guidelines use $H = 0.15$ and $H = 0.25$ as two of the bench marks. From [(35)](#fd35){ref-type="disp-formula"} with $m = 4,$ the equivalent values of $CR_{4}$ would be, respectively, $0.58 \pm 0.19$ and $0.75 \pm 0.25.$ If individual values of $CR_{4}$ are computed from [(35)](#fd35){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(36)](#fd36){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(48)](#fd48){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(49)](#fd49){ref-type="disp-formula"} for $H = 0.15$ and $H = 0.25$, those values of $CR_{4}$ , which differ considerably, are found to have mean values of about 0.55 for $H = 0.15$ and 0.75 for $H = 0.25$. Thus, in terms of those mean values, and from the 2010 *Guidelines*, the following equivalence applies:*Unconcentrated Markets*: *H* \< 0.15 or $CR_{4} < 0.55$*Moderately Concentrated Markets*: $0.15 \leq H \leq 0.25\ \text{or}\ \text{0}.55 \leq CR_{4} \leq 0.75$*Highly Concentrated Markets*: *H* \> 0.25 or $CR_{4} > 0.75.$

While any relationship between *H* and $CR_{m}$ can only provide a rough approximation, the estimation (prediction) of *H* becomes rapidly more accurate when given some of the largest market shares $s_{1},...,s_{m}$. An interesting observation is the fact that knowledge of the size of the market (industry) *n* does not generally have any substantial effect on such estimation accuracy. That is, the measure *H4* in [(43)](#fd43){ref-type="disp-formula"} tends to be about as close to the real measure *H* as is *H3* in [(42)](#fd42){ref-type="disp-formula"} as exemplified by the data in Tables [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} for *m* = 4.

Such support for the *H4* in [(43)](#fd43){ref-type="disp-formula"} is important since market-share data are often reported with the smaller market shares grouped into an "other" category without any specification of *n*. In some cases, an "other" category may account for more than 50% of the market shares without any indication of the number of firms included in that category. Furthermore, *H4* together with its tolerance (error) limits in [(44)](#fd44){ref-type="disp-formula"} provide a complete description of the true value of the index *H*. The *H4* also has the advantage of having the zero-indifference property, i.e., introducing a firm with zero market share does not affect *H4*. In spite of the fact that *H4* is not Schur-convex, it does indeed appear to provide good approximation to *H*.

All the proofs and derivations in this paper involving the *m*-firm concentration ratio $CR_{m}$ are done for any *m* rather than for some specific *m*-value. Whenever a particular *m* is used, the discussion involves *m* = 4 since, as pointed out earlier, the 4-firm concentration ratio is the one used most frequently. If any other *m* were to be of particular interest, such as *m* = 2 or *m* = 8, the analysis would simply require such substitution into the appropriate equations. Some of the numerical results may, of course, differ depending upon *m*.

A concluding comment is also warranted about the comparison between $CR_{m}$ and *H*. From majorization theory as commented on in [Subsection 2.1](#sec2.1){ref-type="sec"}, it follows that if two market-share distributions $S_{n} = \left( {s_{1},...,s_{n}} \right)$ and $R_{n} = \left( r_{1},...,r_{n} \right)$ are comparable with respect to majorization (i.e., $S_{n}$ and $R_{n}$ can be compared as in [(2)](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"}), then *H* and $CR_{m}$ provide the same size (order) comparison. That is, if $H\left( S_{n} \right) < H\left( R_{n} \right)$, it is implied that $CR_{m}\left( S_{n} \right) \leq CR_{m}\left( R_{n} \right)$ and vice versa. This follows from the fact that $CR_{m}$ is Schur-convex and *H* is strictly Schur-convex. If one has to choose between the two concentration measures, and if the market shares are known for all the firms within a particular market (industry), it should be noted that *H* has the advantage of strict Schur-convexity and of incorporating all available information about the market shares. If the market shares $s_{1},...,s_{m}$ of the *m* largest firms, but not the market size *n*, are known, a good compromise would seem to be *H4* in [(43)](#fd43){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(44)](#fd44){ref-type="disp-formula"}, with *H4* being Schur-convex and strictly Schur-convex in $s_{1},...,s_{m}$.
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